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Introduction. (

Cyclodextrins (CD's) are torus-shaped molecules composed of six(c<) , seven(V)

or eight(^) (l-*4) linked glucoses. CD's are produced from starch, a helical

polysaccharide, by the action of glucose transferases, a special type of

amylases, and rejoined, thus producing cyclic oligosaccharides called

cyclodextrins. Because of a lack of specificity of the enzyme, a range of

cyclodextrins is obtained with 0^-CD being the smallest. Because of their

particular geometry they are able to act as a "host" to form inclusion complexes

with "guest" ..iecules very much like enzymes. When a substrate binds to the

active site of an enzyme,a series of reactions take place till the final product

is released. This has been explained initially by the well known "lock and key"

I 2-3
hypothesis ,later extended by other theories including the "induced fit" for
conformational changes of the enzyme and "non-productive binding" as well as

4-

"strain and distortion" on the part of the substrate.

TheĈ -CD and -̂CD have been extensively studied because of their suitability

to detailed analysis as medium weight enzyme models. General aspects of cyclo-

5 £
dextrin chemistry have recently been reviewed by Bender and Saenger.
Cyclodextrins exert catalytic activity on suitable included substrate molecules,

o
which fit into the 5 A wide inner aperture ofC<-CD. Hydrolysis reactions are
catalyzed by the cyclodextrin molecules, with the rates of hydrolysis being

7
enhanced by factors up to 400. Examples of such hydrolysis reaction substrates

1-1 C O
include phenylacetates ' , pyrophosphates and penicillin derivatives. In the

case of phenylacetates, cyclodextrins mimic the action of °v-chymotrypsin with

an "acylated enzyme" as an intermediate. In addition, aromatic chlorinations

and diazo coupling can be made site specific if target molecules are included in

7

the cyclodextrin cavity.

In aqueous solution water molecules occupy the cyclodextrin cavity till

they are expelled by the substrate. In order to understand the hydrogen

bonding in these enzyme models, neutron diffraction data was collected

to unambiguously determine the hydrogen atom positions, which could not be

done from the x-ray diffraction data alone.

I Neutron Crystallography
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Crystal structure analysis by neutron diffraction begins, in general

but not always, with the coordinates of the structure first determined by

x-ravs. The computational methods are identical to those of x-ray diffraction

II 12
and are well known. Procedures used have been presented by Dachs. Table 1

13
compares the x-ray and neutron scattering amplitudes.

Table 1. X-Ray vs. Neutron Scattering Amplitudes

X-rays Neutrons

-0.374
+0.667
+0.665
+0.940
+0.580

Since the scattering power of an atom is proportional to the square

of its amplitude, neutrons will more clearly reveal the H atom positions than

x-rays. In addition, the sign difference between hydrogen and deuterium can

be used to g- eat advantage. Deuterium labeling experiments can be performed.

H-atom positions can be enhanced by computing a difference Fourier between

data with and without deuterium exchange. Phase angles can be estimated by

observing reflection amplitudes at different H/D exchange ratios. Hydrogen

bonding configurations can be observed, complex^even disordered.vater structure

analyzed and any biochemical mechanisms involving hydrogen atoms studied.

o<-Cyclodextrin: Enzyme Model and Circular Hydrogen Bonds

o(-cyclodextrin(hexa;ner) , t\-CD, has been studied by us using neutron
'4-

diffraction at ILL in Grenoble with a multicounter neutron device. Detailed

analysis of this model structure led to the postulation of an "induced-fit"

type mechanism for the enzyme-like complex formation. O'C-CD has been shown

to have two different structures with well defined hydrogen bonds, one

15

"tense" and the other "relaxed". Fig. 1 illustrates the "empty" or "tense"

D<-CD-2H2O complex as obtained from neutron diffraction.
InC\-CD, the avera<_,.i O-̂  0-̂  distance between adjacent glucose.,, about

3 A, is rather wide compared with the corresponding distance of about 2.85 A
in ̂ -CD andu-CD. The hydrogen bonding in the former is therefore less



pronounced than in the latter which always, no matter if they are "empty11

or filled by a substrate, adopt a "round" shape. InC\-CD, however, the "empty"

molecule containing two water molecules within the cavity is collapsed in

order to adjust its 5 A wide cavity to the 4 A van der Waals diameter of the

water molecules. This distortion goes hand in hand with a disruption of the

ring of hydrogen bonds (a "tense" state) which, however, is fuljy established

again as soon as a substrate replaces watar, leading to a related state (Fig 2).

te
In addition, further Einalysis showed the existence of circular hydrogen bonds

17

with OH clusters in a homodromic circular arrangement (Fig. 3). Rings and

infinite chains of hydrogen bonds are stabilized by the cooperative effect.

We can assume that the circular H-bonds are made possible through the water

molecules which, because of their quadruple functionality and their low pK

value (pK=7) relative to the^-CD hydroxyl groups (pK~12.3) -' ,can act as

connectors and as shunts. Fig. 4 shows circular and chain-like H bonds in the

OC-CD'6H20 crystal structure.
-Cyclodextrin: "Flip-Flop" Hydrogen Bond

Deuterated ^-cyclodextr in (heptamer),^-CD, has been studied to 0.56 A

resolution at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using the Chemistry Divis ion 's
r—i'—»

single crystal diffractometer at the High Flux Isotope Reactor. Rather than the

well-ordered system found for"<-CD, we discovered a complex disordered

structure where 25 of the 45 hydroxyl groups are statistically disordered

and water molecules enclosed within the ̂ -CD cavity are distributed over

several sites that are not fully occupied(Fig. 5). We found 19 hydrogen bonds

of the type O-H H-0 and called them "flip-flop" hydrogen bonds, because they

can be attributed to an equilibrium between 0-H ••-• 0 ^ O --•• H-0. While this type

of hydrogen bond had been suspected for some time and is present in a

highly ordered deuterated ice structure ' and ice clathrates ~*e it had not

been proven before in large complex biological systems. Fig. 6 illustrates a

section of a Fourier difference map from neutron diffraction data with

"flip-flop" hydrogen bonds in the vicinity of water 2 (W2). Because the H

atom positions in the "flip-flop" hydrogen bonds in Fig. 6 are approximately



possible bonds 0-H""0 and O'-«-H-O are energetically comparable. This means A

that there may be transitions from one to the other, a rotation of an OH group j

from one position to another causing all the connected hydrogen bonds to change j

orientation in a cooperative, concerted mechanism, reminiscent of a relay 5

system(domino effect; see arrows Fig. 6 ) . A more complex system of three i
I;
t

"flip-flop" hydrogen bonds connected by a water molecule Wl is illustrated |I
in Fig . 7 . J

i

The crystallographically observed atomic arrangement 0-H---- H-0 could

be due either to averaging of crystal domains or of unit cells containing

O-H'-'-O and 0-"'H-0, or to direct observation of a dynamical equilibrium

25-27
which also appears to prevail in ice.

^ O---H-O
—-^

H

Fig. 8 illustrates the "flip-flop" hydrogen bond system about the 02 and 03

side of ^-CD, The "induced-fit" type mechanism of complexation can be ruled

out for (̂ >-CD because, even in the "empty" water complex, the B -CD macrocycle

exists in an open, round state as opposed to C<-CD hydrate, where a collapsed

conformation is observed.

Because we do not know the residual entropy of crystalline G-CD-^H^O,

we cannot assess which of the two possibilities is more likely. In solution,

however, it is certain that the dynamical system will be present. Moreover,

if single 'standard' hydrogen bonds 0-H---0 are compared energetically with

the "flip-flop" hydrogen bonds, the latter will be preferred because of the

expected advantageous entropic term resulting from statistical, near

equivalent distribution of H atoms between the oxygen atoms. In this context,

it is of interest that differential seaming calorimetric measurements of

^-CD-121^0 crystals showed a strong andothermic effect at -46 C, suggesting

that below this temperature, an ordering of the whole crystal structure

occurs into one or the other of the "flip-flop" orientations.



Y-Cyclodextrin: A Hydrogen Bond Study ^

A similar study is now underway for the <f-CD(octamer) water inclusion

product. Preliminary results indicate the structure of Q-CD to be similar

toQ-CD and to also possess the "flip-flop" hydrogen bond. Ho' fver, in this

case only 7 0-H--J'H-0 hydrogen bonds have been located to thi point. Data at

present extend to 1 A resolution, however higher angle data :. being collected

o

to 0.7 A resolution at room temperature. Shortly, an agreement with the

Japanese government will establish a new computer-controlled (PDP-11)

neutron diffractometer for the High Flux Isotope Reactor. A four-circle

Huber diffractometer with a cryogenic low-temperature device allowing

temperatures in the liquid nitrogen and liquid helium ranges will be

installed to replace the current system. In addition, a one-dimensional,

horizontal, "lovable layer line detector with Weissenburg geometry will be

available on a half-time basis. While this device will " e used primarily

to measure diffuse scattering from single crystals, it can also be adapted

to measure entire iayer lines from macromolecular crystals. This will be a

considerable help when large amounts of data need to be collected. The

cryogenic device will then enable us to perform low temperature studies.

Conclus ion

We can now say that hydrogen bonding occurs even in badly disordered

systems. Note that water molecules acting as joints within a system of

"flip-flop" hydrogen bonds click into well defined orientations dictate 1

by optimum hydrogen-bonding interactions and are by no means rotating

to produce spherically averaged structures. The hydrogen bonds seem to

operate in even less stringent conditions than previously assumed. This

leads to flickering clusters of water occurring either in bulk or in

hydration shells where disordered hydroxyl groups are dominant. If we

combine "flip-flop" hydrogen bonds with cirular structures formed by hydroxyl

groups as observed in the 0(-cyclodextrin hydrates , an interesting

dynamical system is obtained which consists of circles of four to six



(or more) water hydroxyl groups running in the same direction thomodromic)

(see refJ6) and oscillating clockwise and anti-clockwise in a "flip-flop"

manner. Such systems are favoured energetically due to the cooperative

effect as well as to the entropic contributions of two near equivalent

states. In water clusters, such "flip-flop" circles can be interconnected

to form larger, rapidly interconverting and changing systems.

We can summarize these results in the following way.C\-CD hss been shown

to have two different structures with well-defined hydrogen bonds, one "tense"

and the other "relaxed". An "induced-fit"-like mechanism forC^-CD complex

formation has been proposed. Circular hydrogen bond networks have also been

found for (X-CD due to the energetically favored cooperative effect. y -CD

with a disordered water structure possesses an unusual "flip-flop" hydrogen

bonding system of the type 0-H*-'-H-0 representing an equilibrium between two

states: 0-H • • • O "^ 0 • -- • H-0. t) -CD with a disordered water structure similar

to^-CD also possesses the "flip-flop" hydrogen bond. This study demomstrates

that hydrogen bonds are operative in disordered systems and display dynamics

even in the solid state.
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FIG. I. The "empty" j -CD-2 H2O complex as obtained from neutron diffraction. Numbering
scheme of glucoses and atom designation as in Fig. 2. The dotted line between the most rotated glucose 5
mentioned in the text and glucose 4 represents a questionable H bond of 3.36 A O- • O distance.
Water molecule WB is above WA and hydrogen bonded to WA and to two 0(6) hydroxyl groups of
a-CD. The • marks the center of the a-CD molecule; the water molecules are shifted by 0.6 A out of this
center. All H atoms were located from X-ray and from neutron difference Fourier syntheses.

From ref 15.
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Fli^.'i A schematic illustration of the j-CD inclusion formation. 5 = substrate. H2O* = "activated
water", -© = O(6) hydro.xyl group, - = O(2) and O(3j h>dro\vl group. H-boiids marked by dashed
lines. For details see text.

From ref. 15
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Hg.4" A section of the n - C D h H . O crystal structure show; .i;
circular and chain-like H-bonds The latter are marked h> arrows.
the former hy roman numerals 1-111. Circular arrows indicate the
direction oi the O — U - » O hydrogen bonds Circle 1 is
homodromic and u .cles II. Ill are antidromic Water and »-CD
hydroKyl oxygens are indicated by W and O. respectiveK; for
further numberin;', sec ref. II) Ranges for O O; H O distances
lA) and O - - H - - - 0 angles in H bond circle I are 2 692-3.016 A.
1 75-1.95 A; 169-176"; in circle II. 2 .747-3 1)21 A. 1X6-2 14 A:
1 5 0 - 1 7 P , in circle III, 2.831-3.339 A. 1.71 2 7 ; A, 1 1 7 - 1 7 i \

From ref . 16.
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Fig. ^ S t e r e o s * of the ^-CD molecule in the dodecahydrate complex, viewing on the plane of the
O-4 atoms. V\ ater molecules included in the cavity are also drawn.

From Lindner,K. and Saenger,W., Carbohydrate Research 99,103-115(1982).
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Fig. fo a. Section of a Fourier difference ruap calculated from
neutron diffraction data, showing D »!,>m positions (referred to
as H atoms in the text). Klip-flop hydrogen bonds O —H---H —O
are indicated by stippij.g. ©, positions of H, O and C atoms; —,
covalent bonds; . hydrogen bonds, b, Same section as in a,
giving an interpretation at the atomic level and showing the
deconvoluiion of the flip-flop hydrogen bonding system into two
states (I and II) having normal hydrogen bonds of the type
O — H - O . Solid arrows indicate the manner :n which H atoms
may jump in concerted, cooperative motion from one state to
another. Circles of increasing size represent H, C and O atoms,
with C shown shaded and H filled. Covalent bonds are indicated
by solid lines, H bonds by open lines. The water molecule, W2,
displays three H atom positions, one (C) fully occupied with an
occupancy factor 0.99 (1) whereas A and B are only partly filled
[0.44(1) and 0.49(1)1. In the text, H atoms A B and C of W2
are designated HW2A. HW2B and HVV2C and those attached to
hydroxyl O(2)4 are termed HO24A and HO24I3. Al l geometrical
data arc close to 'standard' values and will be published in detail

elsewhere.
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From ref . 22
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Fig. f A more complex system of three Rip-flop hydrogen bonds
connected by a water molecule, V / l . The scheme observed (top)
is separated into three schemes ( I , I I and III) having standard
hydrogen hunds 0 — H-••("); more schemes are possible because
\V1 is probably oriented statistically intc six different positions.



Fig. 8. 3-CD hydrogen bond system about the 02 and 03 side of S-CD indicating

nany "flip-flop" hydrogen bonds.


